




UNTTED STATES PATENT Ormes. 

'J()N. H. KOELLER, OF NEW YORK,N. Y. 

IMPROVEMENT IN ARTIFICIAL ARMS. 

Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 43,590, dated Iuly 19, l1864. I 

To aZZ whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, JON. H. KOELLER, of 

the city and county and State of New York, 
have invented a new and Improved Mode of 
Constructing the Artificial Arm and Hand; 
and I do hereby declare that the following is a 
full and exact description thereof, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings, and 
to the letters of reference marked thereon. 
The nature or object of my invention is to 

substitute or supply an artificial arm and hand 
in cases where that member has been'lost by 
amputation below the shoulder-joint and above 
or below the joint of the elbow, so as to leave 
a sufficient length of the upper portion of the 
arm or “stump’7 to accomplish by its move 
ments the general movements of the whole 
arm, as well as those of “flexion” and “ex 
tension ’7 of thc forearm and of the thumb and 
fingers. 
To enable others skilled in the art tomake 

and use my invention, I will proceed to de 
scribe its construction and operation. 
The Figures I, II, III, IV represent the me 

chanical construction of my invention from 
varied points of view, while Fig. V represents 
in detail the mechanism employed for the 
required movements of the wrist and finger 
joints. 

Fig. I__As a substitute for the “hall-and 
socket’7joint of the shoulder in the natural 
arm I construct a shoulder-cap, A_A, out of' 
thin metallic plate accurately molded to tit 
the shoulder and kept in position by straps 
from the opposite shoulder and side of the 
body. From this shoulder-cap I suspend or‘ 
hang the framework ofthe arm and hand by 
means of three jointed or hinged straps, B G 
D, which Work through their respective slides 
or guides E F G. The strap B is connected 
by the slide E tothe strap or band H, which 
latter is, by a pivot or pin, fastened to the 
outer side of the forearm at I, while the strap 
D is similarly connected to the inner side of 
the forearm at K, the two pivots or pins thus 
constituting or forming the elbow-joint. 

. The mannerin which motion~thatis, flexion 
and extension--of the forearm, as well as the 
fingers, is given, will be seen by observing the 
connection of the strap C. This strap is at 
tached at L to a part ofthe frame-work of the 
arm L M, which, unlike the other rings form 

ing the skeleton or outer shell of the arm, has 
a- special motion of its own, and is guided in 
its movement by pivots or pins sliding in the 
slots N N.' This ring L M, or portion of the 
arm, having a specific movement of its own, 
is also attached at o by a hinge-junction to 
the extreme point ofthe elbow, and thus the 
action ofthe strap C in moving 
up and down, or from one end of slot H to the 
other, gives the forearm the two opposite mo 
tions ot' flexion and extension. In the natural 
arm extension is effected by muscular effort 
concentrated virtually at the same place-that 
is, at the “accromion process,77 or point of the v 
elbow-bone, while the iiexin g or bending of the 
forearm is effected by muscular power display 
ed on the opposite side of the arm, whereas in 
this artificial arm both of those movements are 
effected by means of the strap C, placed and 
operatin g primarily or directly on the fore part 
ofthe arm, and, secondaril y, by the connection 
of the ring L M to the forearm at O. It only 
remains to explain how the strap C is made to 
communicate to the ring L M the alternating 

A movement that accomplishes this fiexion and 
extension of the forearm, and also, as. will 
be seen hereinafter, the same movements in 
the 'thumb and ñngers. This shoulder-cap 
being firmly attached to the shoulder and the 
stump of the arm being within the frame-work 
of the upper part of the skeleton arm, the 
movement of the extremity of the stump in a 
forward direction carries the fixed portions or 
rings of the upper arm forward and at tle 
same time upward, and, as the upper end of 
the strap yC is fixed and stationary at the 
shoulder, the effect of this movement is to 
cause the ring L M, to which the other end of 
the strap C is attached, to move away from 
the shoulder and along the slides N N, and, as 
the opposite portion of L M is connected at O 
to the forearm, this motion is communicated 
to it, and thus produces the flexion or bend 
ing the forearm upon the upper portion ofthe 
arm, or that which in the natural arm is de 
nominated the “ humerus’7 or arm bone proper. 
To enable the end of the “stump’7 to be thus 
moved forward and at the same time upward, 
the strap G (seen most distinctly in Fig. IV) 
has its upper end attached to the lower por 
tion of the shoulder-cap by a ring, P,Fig. IV, 
which ring traverses or plays on the rod Q, 

this ring L M ‘ 



it, to the fingers. 
. ot' flexion and extension of the forearm is more 
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Figs. IVand I, attached to the lower part of 
the shoulder-capA A, occupying the extent of 
the “axilla” or armpit and guarded by the 
shield R, which prevents the underclothing 
from interfering with its movements on the 
rod or slide. To further increase and facili 
tate this forward motion of the stump the 
strap U has its hinge-joint at c, beside that 
where it is attached to the shoulder-joint at 
S. For the same reason, and to give the 
‘stump also _its motion sidewise from the body 
or chest, the strap B has its hinge and pivot 
joints at T,B, and U. The forearm in its gen 
eral structure, it will be seen, is constructed 
measurably the same as the upper arm~that 
is, the outer shell, which constitutes that por 
tion of the arm, has portions of its shell cnt 
out or removed, lea-ving longitudinal braces, 
and giving it also the ring-like construction 
or appearance, rendering it lighter and yet 
giving it the requisite degree of strength. 
The iiexion and extension of the thumb and 
fingers is primarily accomplished, it will be 
seen, by the iiexion and extension of the 
forearm, and is derived from the fixed points 
or pivots I K at the elbowjoint. The two 
lateral straps B D or slides N N at their 
_lower end have short arms or shoulders V V. 
These are connected to the strap W, which 
passes through the slide X, and is then con 
nected to the rod moving the thumb and iin 
gers. These shoulders or arms, forming a 
species of “bell-crank,” are brought in con 
nection with this ‘Hänger-strap” by means of 
the wire rod Y, resembling in shape the breast 
bone or “merry-thought” of the fowl. From 
this 'construction it is evident that it' the cen 
ters or pivots I K are fixed or stationary and 
the forearm be iiexed or extended, that mo 
tion, to a certain extent or limit, will be com 
municated to the strapïW, and thus, through 

Now, as the greater extent 

than is necessary to flex and extend the thumb 
and fingers, this surplus of motion is absorbed 

„or taken up and regulated by the length of 
>the short arm of this bell-cranlqor the dis 
tance apart ofthe pivots I and V. The shell 
or skeleton of the forearm terminates atl the 
point Z, where the hand is connected to it in 
such manner as to give to the wrist joint, not 
the iiexing or hinge movement, as in the nat~ 
ural wrist, but simply the semi-rotative mo 
tions denominated by anatomists “ pron ation ’7 
and “supination”tl|at is, turning the palm 
of the hand up and the back down, and then 
reversing that position-to wit, the back of 
the hand up and the palm down. These move 

` ments are accomplished by the following lne 
chanical construction of the wrist portion of 
the hand and arm. 

Fig. V.-In Fig. V', a ais a structure that, for 
the purposes of descripfion, may be denom 
inated a “box’7 or “cup”joint~. It is inserted 
or let in to the hand portion of the shell form 
ing the wrist, and that part of the box, with 

its connections, kept in place by means of 
screws b b, passingthrough the outer shell 
and into the two lugs d d, as shown in the 
center andmarginal drawings in Fig. V. 
The marginal drawing A, Fig. V, shows the 

interior ot' this box or case as seen from the 
direction of the ñngers, showing the ribbed 
cross-bar ‘d’ d’ and the two lugs d d at its 
either end. c o c c is a cup or “ semi-socket” 
soldered-i. e., connected at its base c _e e e 
with this case or box, as shown also in sec 
tional view, marginal Fig. D. This cross-bar 
has attached or soldered to it the tube or cyl 
inder f f, extending the depth or length of 
the box or case, and when put in its position 
or place with the said tube or cylinder pass 
ing through the center of the cup c c c c, the 
smaller cup or semi-socket g g, made 'accu 
rately to tit the other cup, is then soldered to 
the tube or cylinder, where it passesl through 
this latter cup, thus forming what might be 
called a “semi-hollow ball-and-so'cket joint,77 
restricted to lateral or` horizontal movement, 
or, perhaps, more properly a cup-joint, with 
the same restrictions of motion. This free 
and rotatory motion of the cups on each other 
is, in the motions required for the hand, re 
stricted or limited by the ñanges h h h IL, mar 
ginal Fig. A. The marginal Fig. B repre 
sents the top plate of this box or case as 
seen when viewedV or looking from the fore 
arm toward the fingers and as fastened to the 
case by the screws c e e e. Marginal Fig. E 
represents the arm end or portion of the case 
or box with this plate removed. This case or 
box thus constructed is placed in the outer 
shell of the “hand portion ’7 of the wrist, and 
one portion of its mechanism-to wit, the 
cross-bar d’ d’ and its connections, the tube 
ff, and cup g g-are connected to the hand, as 
before stated, by the lugs and screws I) b and 
d d, while the other or arm end or portîon of 
the box or case e c e e, marginal Fig. B, is let 
Ain and attached to the wrist portion of the 
forearm by means of the Ascrews 7L IL. Thus 
the one. cup or socket and its connections 
being in connection with the hand, and the 
other cup and its connections being con~ 
nected with the forearm‘the cups move freely 
upon each other, limited only by the flanges 
h h h h, as before described, giving to the hand 
the capacity of partial rotation denominated 
anatomically pronation and supination. 
The intent or object of the cylinder or tube 

ff, before described, is to admit the passage 
ot' the rod P, moving the thumb and fingers. 
The mechanical expedien ts and construction _ 

of the different parts necessary to give the 
ñexion and extension movements to the thumb 
and fingers are also shown in Fig. V and its 
marginal drawings. 

i i, an enlarged marginal drawing of which 
is shown by Fig. F, is a stirrup-shaped strap, 
one end of which is connected with the lever 
K K at K', one end of which lever works on 
a pivot, l, in the standard m, upon the top plate 
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shown at marginal Fig. B. The other end, a, 
having a knob on it, passes through a notched 
slot, o’ o', the object of which will be herein 
after explained. The rod p p is connected 
with the other end or portion of this strap 
_and adjusted or lengthened and shortened by 
means of the two screw-nuts g g g g, while the 
other end of this rod is attached to the cen 
ter of the plate r r. The rods or bent wires s 
s s s s are connected to> this plate i”, and their 
respective len gths adjusted by means of screws 
passing through the plate yr and into the ends 
of the rods s s s s, or by screw-nuts, as de 
scribed, in the attachment of the rod p p to 
the stirrup-strap i t', in marginal Fig. F. 
The diïerent joints of the thumb and fingers 

having the same construction, a description of 
the mechanism of one finger will include or 
describe all the others. The first joint of the 
thumb and fore?ngers is formed by the rods 
or wirest t t t passing through their hand 
ends and the extremities of these wires rivet 
ed to the shell forming that part of thehand. 
These ends of the lingers are let in, as shown 
in the drawings, sutliciently far to take this 
wire or rod, each fitting loosely in their own 
separated places. 
The construction ot“ the second joints ofthe 

thumb and fingers is more distinctly shown 
in the marginal drawings G and H, the latter 
beinga side view of the same. ' These portions 
ofthe fingers are not let into each other, but 
each have lateral tongues or projections, the 
inner tongue pressed in so as to receive the 
outer tongue, thus making the outer surface 
of the fingers flush. The pin or pivot form 
ing this joint passes through these tongues 
and is riveted in the ends of the yoke :r af, and, 
being also riveted to the exterior tongue, the 
joint plays upon the inner tongue, and any mo` 
tion communicated to the yoke will of course 
move that portion-of the finger with which it 
is thus connected. The third joint of the iin 
gers is similarly constructed in regard to the 
tongues; but with the exception of the yoke, 
in place of which they, as well as the thumb, 
have the wires or pins y y y y passing through 
the back of the iin gers from side to side, and 
riveted there for the final attachment of the 
rods s s s s s. These rods, marked s, after leav 
ing the plate r r, pass through the guides z z zz 
to the yoke X, and, having their ends bifur 
cated or split, so as to receive the ends of the 
vterminal wires 1 1 1 v1, both are connected to 
the yoke by the pivot 2 2, (marginal drawing, 
G,) upon which they both play` The other 
ends of the wires 1 1 1 1 are, asbefore observed, 

' iinally attached to the wires y y at the dorsal 
end of fingers and thumb. From these me 
chanical arrangements it is evident that if the 
rod p p be moved in a direction toward the 
lingers, it will extend or straighten them out, 
and if moved in the opposite direction it will 
flex or bend them, as in the natural movement 
of the fingers in closing or grasping any sub 
stance, while at the same time the thumb will 
be brought in close contact with the bent fore 

finger, and when that finger is extended will 
be partially removed from it. 
To allow the requisite degree of motion in 

the fingers, portions ofthe outer shell are cut 
away at their inner parts, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The manner in which the movements of the 

strap W, Figs. I, II, III, before described, 
is communicated to the rod'p p, Fig. V, re~ 
mains to be described. This strap, after pass 
ing through the slide or guide X, Figs. I, ll, 
lll, passes through another slide or guide on 
the inside of the shell at 3, Fig. II, which slide 
or guide allows it some lateral play, and is 
connected with the lever 7c 7c, Fig. V, by means 
of a notch in its side, as shown in the marginal 
drawing I, Fig. V. While this lever is in the 
notch every movement of the stump th at flexes 
and extends the forearm íiexes and extends the 
thumb and iin gers also 5 but when it is required 
to keep the fingers in a permanent flexed or 
grasping position, or an extended position, 
and yet have flexion and extension going on 
in the forearm, this lever is by means of the 
knots n thrown out of the notch in the strap 
W or I and into any ofthe notches in the slot 
o’ o', (eide also photograph, Fig.1,) which pei 
mits the end of the strap I (marginal draw 
ing, Fig. V) to move by the side of the lever 
K. To accomplish this purpose there is on 
the lever k 7c a slide, 5, (marginal drawing B,) 
with an arm or shoulder, 6, having two groov( s 
or notches in it, which are made to catch in 
the wire rod or steadiment 7 7 (one end ot'which 
is also seen in Fig. II photographed at 7.) This 
slide is kept in contact with the wire rod or 
steadiment by means of the spring S, and the 
angular shape of the notches in the arm 6 and 
the yielding vot1 the spring enables the lever 
k It to be readily thrown from the notch in the 
strap to the notches in the slot, and thus throw 
the fingers “ in and out of gear,” so to speak, 
with the movements of the stump and the 
forearm. 
What I claim in the foregoing speciticatit n, 

and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is 
1. The shoulder cap A A as the foundation 

or basis for the required movements in the 
arm, forearm, wrist, andnthumh and fingers. 

2. The combination of the strap C with its 
hinge at the shoulder-cap A, and its middle 
hinge near C, and its connection at L to the 
ring L M, together with the straps D and E, 
with their respective hin ge-joints and connec 
tions to the cap A and lower part of upper 
arm at D and U, for the purposes hereinbe 
fore described and set forth. 

3. Suspending the arm, forearm, and hand 
by means of the straps B C D, constructed as 
before described, enabling the stump of the 
arm or forearm by its movements within this 
outer skeleton to effect or accomplish the re 
quired motions in the forearm, wrist, and fin 
gers. . 

4. The construction and application of the 
ring L, together with its connection with the 
straps D U D and with the forearm, at the 
elbow-joint, guided in 'its movements by the 
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slots M N and operati'i'ig for the purposes here-` 
inbefore specified and described. 

5. In connection with the strap D, the'Wire 
rod or guide Q and shield R, for the purposes l 
and operating as before described. 

6. The application and construction of the 
bell'crank at the elbowjoint l K, together 
with the bent Wire Y and strap W, to whichr 
it is connected, for the uses and purposes here- ¿ 
inbc?‘ore set forth and specified. 

7. The method or mode of constructing the 
Wrist-joint, as described in the specification 
and as shown in the marginal drawings A B 
U D E, plate V. 

8. The method or mode of constructing and 
the application and arrangement of the wires 
or rods moving the thumb and fingers, togeth 
er with the yoke œ m, as speciñed and described 
and fully set Yforth in the central drawings, 
Fig. V, and in the marginal drawings F of 
the same figure. ' 

9. The mode or method of connecting the 
lever K K With Jthe rod P by means of the 
stirrup M, thus allowing semi rotation of the» 
hand, as described in the specification and 
shown in the marginal draWingF, Fig. V. 

10. The method or mode of constructing the 
thumb and finger-joints, as set forth and de 
scribed, and shown in the marginal drawings 
G H, Fig. V. ' 

11. The arrangement of the lever K K, the 
spring 8, slide 5, Wire rod or guide 7 7, the 
notches in the slot O', and the notch in the 
`slot I, Figx‘V, and marginal drawing B, for the 
purpose of connecting or disconnecting the 
motion of the .thumb and fingers from and 
with that of the arm and forearm, as hereto 
fore morefully described and set forth. 

` JON. H. KOELLER.. 
Witnesses:  

1). B. BURNETT, 
J. M_. GRENELL. 


